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how to start your own country amazon com - i would highly recommend this book to those interested in having your own
country or at least fantasizing about it i personally would love to create a freepublic where the government is more tightly
regulated than the citizens are where the right to bear arms is practically all inclusive except for wmd s only my government
would get those nasty badass mofo s lol and there wouldn t be any, amazon com how to build your own country
citizenkid - how to build your own country is an interactive and totally original learning experience that shows kids how to
build their very own country from scratch, interstellar empire atomic rockets - there are those who in the realm of science
fiction literature wonder if galactic empires are the new middle earth but interstellar empires never seem to go out of style
and regardless of their practicality they remain a powerful meme the terrorist organization aum shinrikyo found inspiration in
the galactic empire of isaac asimov s foundation trilogy
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